The United States of America
Address: 70PHZ P5FJ2
State of Florida
Address: 8669J ML9PQ
Judicial District # 10
ADAM SAMUEL BEN-CANAAN,PMA
Address: 882ZW ND244

As amended April 4th, 2019 by affiant for publication of record by International Public Notice:

Affidavit
COMES NOW, Adam Samuel Ben-Canaan (hereinafter “afantnt,
competent to state the facts herein:
Claimant: Adam Samuel Ben-Canaan
Against
Respondents:
1: Chris Madden,
2: Bret Bulman,
3: Victoria J. Avalon,
4: Northland10,
5: Fogbow,
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7: John P. Capitalist A.K.A Brent C. Williams
8: Sheriff Grady Judd,
9: Richard Skalsky 2020 Channing Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94303-3103 owner of record of the Fogbow website.

COMES NOW, afant, hereby publishes the accusation of
attempted murder against the aforementioned Respondents
listed herein:
The affiant further states: Gaslighting herein is a general term indicating internet
use of manipulating across the internet, referred to as trolls, also to include private
government(s), corporations and to include such as Microsoft Bots AI
programming and others unknown, designed to blog or represent as today a lookalike human, that represents as replacement or placeholder, an Ai approach to a
form of programmatic style of gaslighting, and
The affiant herein was improperly classified by various gaslighting by
Respondents also known as U.S. Persons, and/or AI programming, targeted and
labeled through forced association to a sovereign citizen and domestic terrorist for
exercising a human right by coming to the aid of a friend who was incarcerated
on other improperly classified accusations by various gaslighting U.S. Persons,
thereby falsified and perjured statement(s), wherein the complaint was not vetted
and Respondent 1 chose to move on hearsay on a perjured statement from a
vindictive woman wherein the complaint was not vetted and have injured affiant
and affiant’s friend, and
All evidence submitted on behalf of affiant’s friend proving affiant’s friend is
innocent was dismissed. Affiant and affiant’s friend were then labeled sovereign
citizen domestic terrorists for using the law to defend affiant and affiant’s friend.
Sovereign Citizens are classified as domestic terrorists and domestic terrorists can
be shot on sight under International Law. The affiant hereby publishes that all
Respondents are attempting murder against affiant, and
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Internet forum on fogbow owned by Respondent 9 has also perpetuated gas
lighting by inciting the following regarding labeling affiant a sovereign citizen
domestic terrorist and in order to manipulate affiant’s sanity and gas lighting
other people who read the forum into questioning whoever reads the forum to
question sanity in order to manipulate the readers to become hostile against
affiant and done on Fogbow forum to which is a political hack acting like of a
court importance and are a Marxist and or communist talking rhetoric, such as
SPLC, the affiant hereby publishes that all Respondents are attempting murder
against affiant, and
The website Fogbow has certain rights of speech if a private forum, they typically
do not allow others much use, but the speech becomes violations when used in
citing and open to the Public to read, and when the U.S. and Inc operates in
foreign agency(s) such as not limited to Homeland Security, County Prosecutors
and Attorney’s when all definitions of Sovereign Citizen have been redefined in
Socialism, Communism and domestic terrorism variety implementing things
contrary to their own political party, the affiant hereby publishes that all
Respondents are attempting murder against affiant, and
http://thefogbow.com/forum/...,

Affiant has published in a publication of International Record the existence of
affiant’s person internationally classified as doing business as a Private
Membership Association styled as “ADAM SAMUEL BEN-CANAAN,PMA”
within the States of the Union within The United States of America and Polk
County Sheriff’s Office has falsified the record and classified affiant as a U.S.
citizen offshore within one of the various internal revenue trusts thereby violating
the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially
Woman and Children, Supplementing the United Nations Against Transnational
Organized Crime to which the United States has been a party since November 3rd,
2005. Affiant hereby publishes the accusation of trafficking in persons, man
stealing, and violations of all 30 articles of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights enforceable under customary international law against Polk County Sheriff
Office, and
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Definition(s): Re-classified/ re-classified is a general term indicating the
character of attributes relating to Communism or Socialist/Socialism to include
other variety’s such but not limited to Marxism, Fabianism/Fabian Society, and
Leninism.
Reference exhibits 1-5
Exhibit 1: Complaint from states attorney office Brett Bulman accusing affiant
in dealing with sovereign citizen rhetoric and domestic terrorism.
Exhibit 2: Northland 10 internet transmission stating Adam Ben-Canaan a
sovereign citizen and domestic terrorist
Exhibit 3: Google search of Adam Ben-Canaan
Exhibit 4: Warrant signed by Sheriff Grady Judd
Exhibit 5: Fogbow exhibits

Afant Further Sayeth Naught

05/01/2018
_____________________________________
Adam Samuel Ben-Canaan

Witnesses:
Christopher Doherty
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Kerrie Stone

